
CONCLUSION 

The moon belongs to everyone 

The best things in life are free. 

(Buddy De Sylvia and Lew Brown: Son^, 1917) 

In the nineteen-sixties, critics of hidian writing in English, such as Narasimhaiah 

and Iyengar, were concerned primarily with legitimizing Indo-English literature in 

the larger sphere of "English Hterature". To this end, they employed a critical 

discourse which did not make clear its own theoretical premise. This premise 

could, however, be identified with the earlier twentieth-century liberal, humanistic 

thought of such Western critics as Lionel Trilling and F.R. Leavis because it 

sought the balanced but finally non-theoretical articulation of literature's relation 

to society. Consciously or unconsciously, both liberal humanists and Indo-English 

critics shirked the theorization of this relation because it would entail the study of 

literature as itself participating in the maintenance of social formations through 

the ideological apparatus of the academy. Further, as liberal humanists, early 

Indian-English critics produced notions of an imagined essence and presence (that 

of Indiaimess) in order to posit Indo-English literature as part of the larger 

tradition of English literature. 

In doing so, the Indo-English critic participated in the critical language of 

liberal humanism that is now under radical scrutiny. For instance, the language of 

presence and essence bases itself on a transparency of "being"; but the ideas of 

presence and essence themselves cannot be considered outside the scope of 

textual re-presentation. Nowhere is this language more deadly than when re

presentations of presence and essence seek to delineate a national culture in the 

name of "truth". Two theoretical concerns come together here, that of the 

nationalist re-presentation of an imagined essence and presence and that of the 

discursive effects of "truth" that this representation of Indianness produces. 
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Further, the Indo-Anglian critics assumed a national identity that had 

escaped the effects of Orientalism. Their claim to essentialist Indianness and an 

Indianness that is actually present to itself presupposed the absence of Westem 

influence. For they were engaged in the nationalist quest for the construction of a 

non-Westem Indian national identity. This national identity had, however, been 

constituted by Orientalism; its origin did not lie in a moment before colonialism 

but in the moment at which the imperialist project constructed the "Other". 

Hence, the "Other" that is Indian cannot function in simply oppositional ways to 

the British colonizer. In fact, it is in the complicit nature of the relationship 

between Indo-English studies and Westem discourse that one sees the complexity 

of the constitution of the "Other". Both Indian writers and Indian critics were 

shaped by the very Western discourse that they intended to overlook in the 

construction of Indian national identity. Hence, the following contradiction: in the 

language of imperialism and within the Westem history of Orientalism and 

Western discourse of liberal humanism, Indo-English studies constructed an 

essentialized, supposedly self-present national identity that represented itself as 

"true" to Western readers. In other words, the Indian-English critics' and authors' 

representation of non-Western Indianness and the discursive effects of the "truth" 

of this Indiaimess took place in a context already informed by Westem discourse 

and history. 

More recent critical studies of the seventies and eighties have continued 

the earlier nationalist essentializing of Indianness. Among these studies is the 

work of Naik, Sarma and Sanyal. Even when a critic like Meenakshi Mukherjee 

calls for a reading of Indian writing in English which will place this writing in the 

Indian, not the Westem, literary tradition, her own writing is disseminated in the 

context of an international publishing market and is read in that context. The 

Indo-English criticism of Feroza Jussawalla is cast in a newer mold. Jussawalla 

uses Stanley Fish's theory of interpretive communities to estabhsh a context in 

which Indian writing in English may be read in relation to India's actual 

multicultural, multilingual situation. However, she does not clearly articulate tlie 
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theoretical framework within which her readings make significant advances over 

earlier critical work. There may be a need for an interpretive community in Indo-

English studies, but why does Jussawalla use Stanley Fish if she wishes to finally 

return to the ancient Indian critical tradition for moral directives on reading Indian 

literature in English? Further, Jussawalla ignores a significant problem with 

Fish's definition of an interprefive community. Fish does not take into account the 

fact that communities, by the very nature of their definition, exclude as much as 

they include. No community contains everyone; communities contain "members". 

Who determines the inclusion and exclusion of members in the interpretive 

community neither Fish nor Jussawalla makes clear. This community is, after all, 

determined by the ideological structures of academic institutions; the tacit consent 

between its select members to understand a common set of rules has the effect of 

furthering, rather than problematizing or offering as an object of study, the 

smooth fimctioning of the ideological machinery of the academy. 

The use of Western methodologies by Indian critics is not in question, 

since the publishing of literature, and especially Indian literature in EngUsh, goes 

on in the arena of international capitalism. In this economic arena where literary 

work functions as commodity, national boundaries and nationalist concerns are 

only faintly discernible. Indeed, much contemporary Indian writmg in English has 

itself left the sphere of national concerns. In the writing of Upamanyu Chatteijee, 

Amitav Ghosh and Anita Desai, Western and Indian infiuences cannot even be 

separated. T.N. Murari has written a sequel to Rudyard Kipling's Kim^ {The 

Imperial Agent) which narrates the story of early Indian revolutionary history 

from not an Indian's but the grown Kim's perspective. Further, as the historical 

work of Subaltern Studies demonstrates, a large part of the Indian intellectual 

burden has been to master Western theory so that Indian history can be re-written 

from the perspective of the once-colonized subject. 

Now, a study of Indian writing in English immediately implies the study of 

a highly political and global category of literature about (and not necessarily in) 
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the Indian subcontinent that records the conditions of multicultural, multilingual, 

Third World, post-colonial discourses. One needs to study the roles of 

representation and discursive effects in Indian post-colonial writing in English. 

For these reasons, Indo-English studies should not be exempt from questions of 

the power of cultural representation and the role of this representation in 

nationalist discursive practice; they should be seen as participating in these 

questions and, indeed, globalizing their implications. 

Ainong recent developments in post-colonial theory, the argument that 

there can never be a simple opposition between "self and "other" is very strident. 

Unlike the arguments of the later Fanon and the early Said, the colonized subject 

is never simply and completely opposed to the colonizer. There is, on the other 

hand, an ambivalence which tries to break the model of master and slave and 

suggests a profound disturbance in the authority of colonial discourse. Homi 

Bhabha's model of the self/other dichotomy where it is hard to ascertain whether 

the native voice is "mimicking" or "mocking" is a handy reference to demonstrate 

the intricacy of this antagonism. 

When Italy was formed from several principaUties, Massimo d' Azeglio 

wrote: 

We have created Italy. Now all we need 

to do is to create Italians. 

{The Creation of India, 3) 

In terms of India also, it may be candid to follow this argument except for the 

restraint placed upon such assumptions by the rigours of nationalist sentiment and 

citizenship. All the same, despite having different political centers, those in 

Punjab have a greater cultural cohesion with Pakistan than with the people of 

Cochin; or the Bengalis will share more in terms with ethnicity with Bangladeshis 

than with the Tamils. And yet when the nation is defined, Nehru will imagine an 
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India that has always existed for thousand of years, but had been suppressed. In 

The Discovery of India, Nehru writes: 

What is this India, apart from her physical 

and geographical aspects? What did she 

represent in the past? What gave strength 

to her then? How did she lose that old 

\ strength? And has she lost it completely? 

(Nehru, 49) 

A few lines later: 

India was in my blood and there was much in 

her that instinctively thrilled me. And yet I 

approached her almost as an alien critic.. .To 

some extent I came to her via the West, and 

looked at her as a friendly Westerner might 

have done...Did I know India?...India could 

not have been what she undoubtedly was, and 

could not have continued a cultured existence 

for thousand of years, if she had not possessed 

something very vital and enduring, something 

that was worthwhile. What was this something? 

(Nehru, 50) 

This is one way in which cultural identity may be articulated: a search with 

the acknowledgement of being an "alien", a "Westerner". That is why there is a 

sense of "discovery" for Nehru, of an India he does not quite know. After 

wandering over the Himalayas and besides India's massive rivers, the Ganga and 

the Brahmaputra, after visiting old monuments and ruins, experiencing the charm 

and antiquity of the Kumbh Mela, Nehru ultimately does mind what he is looking 

for: 

Thus slowly the long panorama of India's 
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history unfolded itself before me, with its 

ups and downs, its triumphs and defeats. 

There seemed to me something unique 

about the continuity of a cultural tradition 

through five thousand years of history, of 

invasion and upheaval, a tradition which was 

widespread among the masses and powerfully 

influenced them. 

(Nehru, 52) 

Nehru has been cited as a textual instance of an essentializ^d cultural 

identity which possesses fixed roots and a past. Nehru's "discovery" is a 

"recovery" of a past "which is waiting to be found, and which, when found will 

secure our sense' of ourselves into eternity." {Identity, Community, Culture, 

Difference', 225) This kind of identity implies notions of oneness and collectivity, 

of shared histories and cultural codes as have outlined Negritude history. 

The metaphor of "discovery", in itself, is significant ever since Columbus 

"discovered" the New World. Later, the natives, in turn, "discovered" their lost or 

hidden heritage. In both cases, identity-formation involved imagination based on 

the existence of pre-conceived ideas. The "other" was always someone different 

from themselves, but more vitally, someone they had already imagined would be 

different. Imagination and discovery together conspired to keep the "self apart 

from the "other". 

It may be relevant to point out that the adventurers, of course, displaced 

people since coloniahsm was a wholly diasporic movement. Colonialism involved 

the enterprise of widespread migration and re-settlement. Many white men settled 

into these plantations farming which, further spurred diasporic movement when 

slaves were transported into these plantations or indentured labour was required. 

This border-crossing resulted in massive creolization of identities as the diasporic 

communities came into contact with indigenous cultures and got transformed. The 
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modification was not one-sided: the indigenous community that came into contact 

with the masters and their slaves or workers became mixed cultures too. "Native" 

identity was no longer readily available to them. Nehru himself has been quoted 

to be, in his own words, an "alien critic", at best a "friendly Westerner". And yet, 

these are appellations Nehru is not very much at home with. He is looking for a 

history that is uniform and agreeable, an "inheritance" more tangible and material 

than a diasporic cultural identity. 

Among the types of representation of cultural identity articulated so far one 

is that which is culturally unique, relying mainly on common cultural experiences 

such as folk traditions, religion, rural dialects, even the "sacred" geography of the 

land or in order to present a "true self. Such an identity possesses coUectiveness, 

nationality and a sense of commitment. Working on the salient aspects of 

collective history and descent, this type of identity becomes extremely relevant in 

anti-colonial struggles where a culturally imagined unification must work side by 

side with mass mobilization, the primary motive being the establishment of an 

independent nation-state. The emerging nation-state, consequently, witnesses 

rapid appropriation of workers, peasants, minorities, and the lower orders, and 

enlists their participation. Such identities have a major roie to play in all "pan" 

movements which are built on the notion of having to dig out, to discover, or 

unearth, or to re-tell the past in an endeavor to represent "what we used to be" or 

"how we are". One cannot deny the use-value of the discovery of such a "hidden 

history" in imparting a sense of harmony and collectivity. 

Stuart Hall, in his elaboration of cultural identity, dispels such a mythic 

construction: 

Cultural identities come from somewhere, 

have histories. But, like everything which 

is historical, they undergo constant trans

formation. Far from being eternally fixed 

in some essentialized past, they are subject 
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to the continuous 'play' of history, culture 

and power. Far from being grounded in a mere 

'recovery' of the past.. .identities are the 

names we give to the different ways we 

are positioned by, and position ourselves 

within, the narratives of the past. 

(Identity, Community, Culture, Difference; 225) 

For Hall, there is nothing more ignominious than speaking of "what we used to 

be" when history has intervened between then and now. The native identity we 

are spoken of is split and fragmented and cannot be articulated as "one 

experience" or "one self since cultural identity involves both "becoming" and 

"being" (Stuart Hall, 225). Though there may be some commonalities between 

"what we used to be" and "what we have become" there are enormous differences 

too created by history which has come in-between. The first category would 

willy-nilly wash away all traces of history undergone, the play of power, change 

and manoeuvre, even though all representations of a putative past are themselves 

acts of constructions. But the second type takes into account the trauma of 

colonialism, of the various positions one has occupied or has been forced to 

occupy by the existing patriarchy, which, in other words, is the history of change 

and difference. 

In Derrida's terms, even if one can recover a kind of "sameness" of 

identity, meaning or signification always differs or is deferred. The word 

"differance" shows us that any attempt at rneaningfulness involves the agitation of 

our subtle thoughts: while there can be no one final meaning or solution as we 

move from one interpretation to another, traces of all these may be recovered. 

Cultural identity can be at best a selective and partial category in this second 

sense. The binaries of self and other which were elaborated earlier are thus always 

subject to disturbance and never closed systems of identification. There would be 

always something "left over", a trace that begs to differ and begs to defer. (Stuart 

Hall, 230). 
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In terms of such an understanding, identities can never be defined by 

"essence of purity", but are constituted by an acknowledgement that they live 

"with and through" difference and despite it. (Hall, 235). From this view, Nehru's 

attempts at defining a nation-space called India will have to take into account the 

class of people who constructed it, a national intelligentsia grounded in the study 

of English language and literature, and co-opted, to a large extent, by Western 

thoughts and ideas. This is a way by which the con&ontation with colonialism 

may not be seen only as an active—^passive phenomenon but a complex 

transaction which is a two-way process, not a simple relationship.(Co/on/a/ 

Transactions: English Literature and India, 15). This encounter cannot be seen 

simply in terms of opposites such as black/white, man/woman, birth/death, 

good/evil but as a process involving a good deal of "mutual contagion and subtle 

intimacies." (Leela Gandhi, 129). The whole drama of traces and left-overs is 

enacted in a "third space" (Hall, 211), an imprecise location where both the 

postponement of meaning and its restoration can take place. 

Instances emerge when one examines the response of formerly colonized 

societies to the political and cultural authority of Europe. It may be possible to 

refute the oft-repeated charge that colonized societies have suffered enormously 

or have.been utterly ruined by citing the experience of the "destroyed" indigenous 

societies, which has also been that of recovery and resihence (though not 

primarily). In the process of regeneration, dominated regimes have sometimes 

changed the nature of the imperial culture. Themes of resistance may occur not as 

binary oppositions to the imperial episteme but envisaged more as a 

transformation or as "resistance to absorption". {Post-Colonial Transformation, 

14). .Such indeterminate acts of resistance may be referred to as "interpolations" 

whereupon the colonial subject interrupts or intervenes into the dominant 

discourse. The native acts as the "agency" and transforms the hegemonic structure 

based on interstitial unequal relationships between the colonizer and the 

colonized. (Post-Colonial Transformation, 15). These are categories of 
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confluence and conflict, of disruption as well as continuity from which Nehru's 

idea of a monologic history cannot be invoked as a unified category. As E. San 

Juan Jr. says: • 

What renders precarious Nehru's striving 

for a unified agenda of progress for India 

is the brute fact of diversity, the centrifugal 

polyphony of voices and secessionist impulses 

that British imperialism could barely synchronize. 

{Beyond Postcolonial Theory, 209) 

When such postmodernist polysemic idioms are transferred to the world 

of colonialism, we get, in terms of language alone, a mixture of pidgins and 

Creoles. Identities, whether linguistic, political, racial or cultural, are likewise 

creolized and hybridized. Hybridity is useful in understanding the relationship 

between colomzer and colonized, not as self and other, but by emphasizing their 

mutual interdependence rather than through the extremes of binarism which 

subdue and neglect the unnamed and undefined spaces between the opposite 

taxonomies. The reason for this neglect is the imperial will to power which relies 

on eliminating areas of ambivalence. The categorization of race—black, brown, 

yellow—is one of the disasters of imperiaUsm, a classification which is based on 

creating generalizations regardless of irreducible difference. This has helped to 

perpetuate the binary of a progressive and scientific white race as against a 

primitive and barbaric non-white race. 

This has been the way to show that there can never be a mere 

polemicization; the colonized subject is never simply and completely opposed to 

the colonizer. On the part of the colonizer too, there is both attraction and 

repulsion at the same time. This ambivalence tries to break the model of master 

and slave and suggests a profoimd disturbance of the authority of colonial 

discourse. Bhabha has cited Macaulay's "Minute" as an example: Macaulay lays 

the spadework for the reproduction of English-men through the 
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institutionalization of Enghsh in India. {The Location of Culture, 85-92). A class 

of Indians were to be produced who would act as interpreters between both 

parties. Further, these classes of people were to be "Indian in blood and colour but 

English in tastes, opinions, in morals and in intellect." ("Minute on Indian 

Education", Macaulay: Prose and Poetry, 729). The "Minute" implicitly states 

that the Indians were to mimic the English which would be the necessary tool of 

subjugation. But Macaulay is also producing a hybrid species for he seems to 

suggest that the "imperial discourse is compelled to make it so in order to make it 

work". {Key Concepts in Post-Colonial Studies, 140). One can argue that colonial 

ideology would never really advocate that colonial subjects should be exact 

replicas because that would be too threatening, and so, mimicry becomes the way 

in which the native creates himself as a caricature, as "almost the same, but not 

quite." {Of Mimicry and Man, 86). The "Minute" which is the unambiguous 

statement of the intellectual difference between the British and the Indians, now 

seems to be telling another story: it can also be seen as an example of the 

partiality of representation, the "left over" of Derridean "differance" , a meaning 

which is in "excess" of what it apparently represents. 

In the same way, history is shown to be enacted "between-the-lines" 

owing to the existence of "a map of misreading" in the interpretation of 

recordation. {Sly Civility, 95-6). For within the symbolic space of civility that 

informs colonial rule, there exists enough room for despotism when addressing 

the nation, so that the system of ethics governing colonial rule develops chinks in 

its civilizing mission. The conceptualization of ambivalence withm the nation and 

its governance, when stretched further, takes us to the point where despotism 

begins to repeat itself in the docility of the native and evolves into such a position 

where civility's other—despotism—^regurgitates in images and shades of native 

resistance and thereby gives strength to the stereotype of the other as despotic. 

Such displacements have the interesting function of even threatening colonial 

corrmiand as in the confession, for instance, where "the native refusal to satisfy 

the colonizer's narrative demand" frustrates this "strategy of surveillance." {Sly 
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Civility, 99). The space of colonial discourse is almost always "preoccupied" by 

the native whose response then gets tempered with a skepticism resulting in 

paranoia and anxiety for the colonizer. 

Central to these arguments is the displacement of the concept of "fixity" 

and stereotyping which characterize the discourse of colonialism as "major 

discursive strategy" {The Other Question: Stereotype, Discrimination and the 

Discourse of Colonialism, 66) especially in the works of Edward Said. In order to 

understand "the productive ambivalence of the object of colonial discourse", or 

the "otherness", it is important to extend scrutiny to forms of both identification 

and difference, what Bhabha calls "phobia and fetish": 

Despite the 'play' in the colonial system 

which is crucial to its exercise of power, 

colonial discourse produces the colonized 

as a social reality which is at once an 'other' 

and yet entirely knowable and visible. 

{The Other Question, 70-1) 

It is thus that colonial discourse can never be unambiguously one-sided; it 

remains open-ended, comprising of both fear and attraction, sameness and 

difference, 

The nature of transnational identities allows us to criticize Said's 

dividing binaries of the oppressor and the oppressed. Said has addressed 

Orientalism from an exteriority, limiting the role of the "oppressed" and thus 

ignoring, in Bhabha's words 

those terrifying stereotypes of savagery, cannibalism, 

lust and anarchy which are the signal points of 

identification and alienation, scenes of fear and desire, 

in colonial texts. 

{The Other Question, 72) 
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While OrientaUsm will remain a discursive construction, the part played by the 

subject in his/her own enunciation cannot be separated from the discourse of the 

colonizer. Such a view would question and restrict the unproblematized 

power/knowledge relationship which according to Said establishes colonial 

control and mastery. As Bhabha writes: 

The taking up of any one position, within 

a specific discursive form, in a particular 

historical juncture, is then always problematic 

—the site of both fixity and fantasy. It provides 

a colonial 'identity' that is played out—hke 

all fantasies of originality and origination—in 

the face and space of the disraption and threat 

from the heterogeneity of other positions. As 

a form of spHtting and multiple behef, the 

'stereotype' requires, for its successful 

signification, a continual and repetitive chain 

of other stereotypes. 

{The Other Question^ 77) 

It is through the constant interplay of recognition and disavowal, identity 

and its lack, or "narcissism and aggressivity" that colonial power upholds itself in 

relation to the stereotype. Also, it is in the play of "masking" the stereotype in 

order to conceal the lack of fixity that one can locate the "phantasmatic quality" in 

the representation of that very stereotype. Bhabha says 

Stereotyping is not the setting up of a false image 

which becomes the scapegoat of discriminatOTy 

practices. It is a much more ambivalent text of 

projection and introjection, metaphoric and metonymic 

strategies, displacement, overdetermination, guilt, 

aggressivity; the masking and splitting of 'official' and 
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fantasmatic knowledges to construct the positionalities 

and oppositionalities of racist discourse. 

{The Other Question, 81-2) 

However, despite the "shifting positionalities" of these categories, there is no 

marked departure from Said's analysis that colonial discourse, nevertheless, 

appropriate these categories as strategies of control. 

Yet the idea of ambivalence as both mimicry and mockery, resemblance 

and menace, in producing the political effects of discourse is significant in any 

study of identity. In other words, the self-as-other and the other-as-self both serve 

in making colonialism a very problematic category, and not one in which 

"shppage", "excess" and "difference" between binaries can be easily discounted. 

{Of Mimicry and Man, Z6). In this way, we may create a different identity for both 

the colonizer and the colonized from that which we have been accustomed to in 

both imperial and nationalist historiography. Such criticism erodes the direct 

relationship between power and knowledge and introduces a degree of 

acculturation which is the result of perceiving identity as a process of rapidly 

eroding self-images for the colonizer corresponding to the reversal of the 

"oriental" as he/she is now visualized. The Nehruvian model of nation, by 

comparison, has a unique physiognomy which closes utterance even though he 

tries to root out the monologism of religion and a caste-based identity. (San Juan, 

207). 

The West has invaded post-colonial societies largely in the cultural sphere 

where resistance is vulnerable owing to cultural colonization. But imperialism, or 

for that matter, neo-colonialism, cannot always be seen as a top-down pressure 

politics in the light of the above analysis. In fact, globalization is a very complex 

and hybrid process: on the one hand, for example, Indians can exhibit their 

national energy in an outpouring of support for their cricketing icon, Sachin 

Tendulkar, but on the other unflinchingly witness commercial breaks in which 
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their hero profits on the American Pepsi. Thus "post-colonial transformation" 

"operates powerfully in the volatile interactions of mass, folk and popular culture" 

and gives evidence of the "nature of the agency involved in the appropriation of 

images" and ideas which represent both national and global authority. {Post-

Colonial Transformation, 219). As Salman Rushdie provocatively asks: 

If the young people of Iran now insist on 

rock concerts, who are we to criticize their 

cultural contamination? 

{Learning to Love Uncle Sam, 223) 

Thus, the concept of nationalism is based at once on sameness and difference, the 

paradox of which can only be reconciled following Rabindranath Tagore's notion 

of 'Visvobodh' or the vision of'Non-National Neo-Universalism'. 

Tagore's objections to nation/nationalism lie in its very nature and purpose 

as an institution. The fact that it is a social construction, a mechanical 

organization, modelled on certain utilitarian objectives in mind, made it 

unpalatable to Tagore, who always valued creation over construction, imagination 

over reason, "expression" over want, natural and organic over the manmade and 

contrived. In Tagore's view 

Construction is for a purpose, it expresses 

our wants; but creation is for itself, it 

expresses our very beings. 

{Construction versus Creation, Scares 59) 

He believed that the nation as a formation, based on needs and wants rather than 

truth and love, could not contribute much to man's moral fiilfillment or to the 

dignity of human beings. To Tagore, race was a more natural, and therefore 

acceptable, social unit than the nation and he envisioned a world where races 

would live together in amity, keeping their "distinct characteristics but all 
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attached to the stem of humanity by the bond of love." (Qtd. in Radhakrishnan, 

173). 

Tagore was of the view that since nationalism emerged in the post-

religious laboratory of industrial-capitalism, it is but an "organization of politics 

and commerce" {Nationalism, 7), that brings "harvests of wealth" {Nationalism, 

5) by spreadmg tentacles of greed, selfishness, power and prosperity, and 

sacrificing in the process, "the moral man, the complete man...to make room for 

the political and the commercial man, the man of limited purpose" {Nationalism, 

9). Tagore dismissed nationalism as "the organized self-interest of a people, 

where it is least human and least spiritual" {Nationalism, 8). He saw it as a 

recurrent threat to humanity because it trampled over the human spirit and "upset 

man's moral balance, obscuring his human side under the shadow of soul-less 

organization" {Nationalism, 9). 

Tagore also found the fetish nationalism a source of war, hatred, mutual 

suspicion between nations and militarism. Sandip argues in Tlje Home and the 

World, "country's needs must be made into a god" (61) and one must "set 

aside...conscience...by putting the country in its place" (224). This deification of 

the nation, where it is made to occupy the place of god and conscience, breeds 

exclusivism, fanaticism, cultural particularism, paranoia and xenophobia, thus 

every nation considering another a threat to its existence wage war against it for 

self-fulfillment and self-aggrandizement. Tagore explains: 

The Nation, with all its paraphernalia of power and 

prosperity, its flags and pious hymns, its blasphemous prayers 

in the churches, and the Hterary mock thunders of its patriotic 

bragging, cannot hide the fact that the Nation is the greatest 

evil for the Nation, that all its precautions are against it, and 

any new birth of its fellow in the world is always followed in 

its mind by the dread of a new peril. 

(Nationahsm, 17-18) 
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Critics concur with Tagore's arguments that nationalism breeds violence and 

contains a discourse of binarism, which perpetuates the process of victimizing and 

othering of nations by one another. Gelhier, Anderson and Tom Nairn have 

pointed out the irrationahty, prejudice, hatred, sentimentality, collective egoism 

and aggression that nationalism generates, and Leela Gandhi explains it in the 

following words: 

East or West, we are now aware of the xenophobia, racism 

and loathing which attends the rhetoric of [national/cuhural] 

particularism. Nationalism has become the popular pretext 

for contemporary disquisitions of intolerance, separating 

Croatians and Serbians, Greeks and Macedonians, Estonians 

and Russians, Slovaks and Czechs, Armenians and 

Azerbaijanis, Israelis and Palestinians, Hindus and Muslims. 

{Postcolonial Theory: A Critical Introduction, 108) 

Tagore's lectures on nationalism drew many angry responses, even from 

those of kindred spirit, such as D.H. Lawrence, who spitefully denounced the 

"wretched worship-of-Tagore attitude" as "disgusting" (Kripalani, 278). 

However, not all were offended; not everyone misunderstood him. The French 

Nobel Laureate, Romain RoUand, greeted him m a salubrious personal letter: 

The reading of Nationalism has been a great joy for me; for I 

entirely agree with your thoughts, and I love them even 

more now that I have heard them expressed by you with this 

noble and harmonious wisdom which, being your own, is so 

dear to us... 

(Kripalani, 277) 

Tagore's animosity to nationalism should not make us think that he was not 

patriotic. He believed in a symbiosis of the East and West, a "deep association" or 

a living relationship between the two cultures; a creative unity that was possible 
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only when the East had discovered its soul and its separate identity. Moreover, his 

profound love for his 'swadesh' is manifest in his many immortal songs and 

poems. But his love and intensity for the land transcended the bounds of a narrow, 

selfish and self-aggrandizing nationalism and carried such depth, generosity and 

broadness that his compositions were adopted as national anthem in three 

countries. Despite the fervour, Tagore never allowed his love for his country to 

stand in the way of his love for truth, justice and humanity—he was not given to a 

national consciousness but a world-consciousness, a Visvobodh in which every 

country would keep alight its own lamp of mind as its part in the illumination of 

the world. As Nikhil says in The Home and the World, 

I am willing to serve my country; but my 

worship I reserve for Right which is far 

greater than my country. To worship my 

country as a god is to bring a curse upon 

it... 

{The Home and the World, 26) 

and as Atin says to Ela in Four Chapters, 

The patriotism of those who have no faith in that 

which is above patriotism is like a crocodile's 

back used as a ferry to cross the river...That the 

life of the country can be saved by killing its 

soul, is the monstrously false doctrine that 

nationalists all over the world are bellowing 

forth stridently. My heart groans to give it 

effective contradictions... 

(Qtd. in Iyengar, 109) 

And indeed, effective contradictions Tagore gave all through his life, through his 

paradisiacal imagination that envisioned a world of love, equality and unity of all 

mankind. By challenging the prevailing political system of nationalism—with 
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inspiration from Tagore—^with a more wholesome outlook of global unity and 

cultural confederation between nations, the modem Indo-Enghsh writers should 

strive to avert the all-consuming nightmare before us and establish lasting peace 

and harmony in human society. 

Towards the end of the Introduction, it has been indicated that the 

parameters of this study were not to be understood as positing another more 

politically correct "truth". But eventually, perhaps any polemical analysis runs the 

risk of prescriptively suggesting the "right" methodology as opposed to the 

"wrong". My own analysis cannot escape the implication that one representation 

of nationalism should give way to another one. This other representation of 

nationaUsm is politically responsible; it values contradiction and displacement 

because it is in these that dominant discourses parading as "truth" in the history of 

nationalism and in the history of literary studies can be disrupted and revealed. 

We suggest that to offer a representation that disrupts the hegemonic history of 

another and to use a language that claims poUtical responsibility are, finally, not 

merely inevitable but productive as well. Since, in the history of knowledge, 

representations work paradigmatically, there may be an irreducibility and a 

positive value in making representation itself the object of study, hi particular, the 

category of literature is imphcated in the issue of representation. The writing of 

literature is not an unmediated act. Literature does not present as much as re

present "reality"; it also disguises the operation of re-presentation itself in the 

process of presenting an Other, alien national culture to the West. Hence, one 

productive result of a recognition that Indian-English literature participates in the 

work of literary re-representation is that representation itself can be studied not as 

a localized but as an internationalized, global issue. 

During different parts of this study, we have discussed hidian novel 

writing in English in the context of representation and discursive formations. By 

reading R.K. Narayan and Raja Rao within this context, we demonstrated that 

their nationalist identifications disrupted their apparently evenly distributed 
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affinity with Indian nationalism, that their use of translation reinstated, rather than 

redefined, the status of the English language as a dominant discourse. The texts of 

Rushdie and Mukherjee, on the contrary, have the effect of thematizing 

nationalism, gender and class as a discursive formation and a representational 

issue. Finally Amitav Ghosh and Anita Desai have endeavored to erase those 

'shadow' Unes of "representational" and "ideological" separateness that give rise 

to segregation among nations. In their novels we can hear the resonance of 

Tagore's 'Non-National Neo-Universalism'. 

It has been tried to show that Indian-English studies have functioned not 

only representationally but also ideologically. This ideological functioning may 

be read as further globalizing current critical issues surrounding the role of 

academy in maintaining social formations or in the reproduction of the 

"prospective conditions for continuous production." (Ideology and Ideological 

State Apparatuses, 145). Like representation, ideology itself is a productive object 

of literary study. Since the academy functions ideologically, and scholars and 

teachers are necessarily implicated in this ideological functioning, one needs to 

work against, to test, the boundaries of the ideological structures that determine 

us, so that, to some extent, we can begin to determine them. 
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